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SHARPENING THE RAZOR (BLADE)

Your pyramid replica should be 
able to sharpen your electric razor. 
Allow extra time for the process, 
perhaps two days between shaves for 
best results.

The electric razor, when first 
sharpened under your pyramid model, 
may take several days Charge in the 
initial sharpening test. Experi
ment by placing your electric raz
or in various positions under the 
apex never less than a few days 
due to the variety of razors on 
the market. You may find an un
orthodox mounting will produce 
best results. Try to place the 
head(s) at the one-third-up (King's 
Chamber level) if possible. Your 
electric razor may produce more 
satisfactory cutting power if it 
is not mounted on any platform but 
placed on the base-surface inside 
the replica. My triple-head Nor- 
elco, for example, sharpens best
lying on its side with the cutting 
edges facing true north. Bill Cox.

W. Martin (Michael) Cochran built this portable plywood model, (capacity for a dozen 
meditators), on the patio porch of his Hollywood, California, home. Michael, shown here, has 
completely lined the interior walls of his pyramid with copper foil — an expensive proposition! 
But apparently it livens up the inner chamber. "No one has been able to sleep through an entire 
night on the little bed carefully positioned below the apex," says Michael: "in a short while they 
feel so much energy they don't desire any more rest."

Your Pyramid Guide editor can vouch for the efficacy of the model. After a five-minute 
sitting inside, my energy level rose comparably to one of abounding enthusiasm. B.C.

PEOPLE IN PYRAMID STRUCTURES

Place your safety razor blade flat on a 
small improvised platform, eraser, square 
bottle, matchbox, or other small cardboard 
Container, etc ... To mount, or not mount 
your blade on a reflective surface is a matter of 
choice, and not a rule.

Set the blade with the ends preferably 
aligned in north and south directions. Allow 
several days for the cutting edge to stabilize. 
Once the blade sharpens satisfactorily, replace 

it after each shave. Some say the blad^ "must" 
always be marked and positioned in the same 
männer; that is, the end facing north should 
never be allowed to point in a south direction 
as it may adversely affect its sharpening ability A

Men and women the world over teil of new experiences inside the Great 
Pyramid of Giza and its smaller counterparts.

The King's chamber, within the Great Pyramid, once the site of ancient 
initiatory rites, produced a profound effeet on Napoleon Bonaparte and, more 
recently, upon the Western mystic, Paul Brunton and the controversial Aleister 
Crowley. Each had indescribable experiences there.

A woman, telling of a recent portion of a night spent meditating with a group in 
the King's chamber, says: "I experienced more happiness, harmony, and peace than 
l'd ever known." Another woman added, "The energy in that room became almost 
overwhelming in intensity." John R. Green, a member of the same group commented 
that the "vibes" were tremendously powerful and the stillness profound.

According to another recent report, the Reverend Ron Oesterbo and Rose 
Stevens of Florida lived for thirty days inside a twelve-foot-high pyramid model. 
They claimed meditations inside pyramid replicas produce a vast potential for 
healing, Continued on page 4
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ART HISTORY SUGGEST 
MONOLITHIC STRUCTURES 

WERE BUILT
HYDRAULICALLY

"If we can find out about the moon, 
why not the pyramids?" asked a Student in 
Ellen Morrison's doctoral dass at the 
University of Chicago. The Student and 
most of us woutd really like to know how 
and why the pyramids were built!

In her paper, "Enigma of Ancient 
Stone Construction," Miss Morrison cites 
documented art history sources for her 
premise that the pyramids and other 
megaliths were converted to stone from 
original wood forms. She finds graphic 
evidence to support her theory that this 
alchemy resulted from capiHary action in 
the presence of stone (Urne) bearing 
waters, and notes details otherwise 
inexplicable.
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While the editors are interested in all 
information regarding the Great Pyramid 
and replicas, it should be understood the 
Pyramid Guide is not limited to the 
scientific aspects, Py ram idology, 
Egyptology, or other esoteric studies on the 
subject.

The "Pyramid Guide" Welcomes letters 
and briefly-written articles associated with 
pyramids and energy of form (free energy) 
phenomena. The opinions expressed are 
those of the contributors, however, and do 
not necessarily reflect those of the editoriaj 
Staff of PYRAMID GUIDE, EL CARISU 
PUBLICATIONS

Copyright©1973 by El Cariso Publica 
tions, printed in the United States of 
America. AU rights reserved. No part of this 
letter may be used or reproduced without 
written permission of El Cariso Publications.

An example of what art or Illustra
tion can reveal to acute perception is this 
Egyptian drawing of a shaduf of 1500 
B.C. found by Miss Morrison in Aubrey 
F. Bwistall's History of Mechanical 
Engineering. Drawn to illustrate the 
principle of a lever, she discovers much 
more information in the presence of the 
trees and branches that are interpreted to

Ellen clings courageously to her 
premise in the face of the incredulity of 
structural engineering Professors. They 
have no records from antiquity to prove 
her mistaken. Records of cutting and 
lifting, processes imperative to monu
mental stone structures, have been sought 
fruitlessly in early architectural records 
by Miss Morrison. No descriptions of 
cutting tools or the forges to make them 
occur before the sixteenth Century, she 
observes.

She finds, however, in frescoes and 
in early paintings, repeated evidence that 
the "stone" blocks pictured in construc
tion had to be of wood. Lifting abilities 
of human beings are necessarily limited, 
and stone does weigh at least three times 
as much as wood. Frescoes, paintings, and 
miniatures consistently show blocks of 
"stone" being lifted by men (and women) 
with an amount of effort conceivably 
required to lift wood counterparts.

There is a Domenchino frescoe, for 
instance, of a budding under construction 
depicting a tapered block with a man 
shown chiselling a wood block beside it 
to explain what is actually going on. The 
fresco also shows a man lifting a section 
of a debarked tree trunk from a 
sarcophagus so easily it couid not have 
been stone.

In a historical Vasari painting, 
Bruneiieschi, the great rennaisance archi- 
tect, presents his model of a church to 
Cosimi de Medici; but a figure in the 
background is shown lithely climbing a 
ladder bearing a "block" which couldn't 
possibly have been anything as heavy as 
stone.

Miss Morrison noted in a miniature 
by Christine de Pisan that women 
buUders held blocks lightly and easily! 
Her examples go on and on, indicating 
strongly that early stone work was first 
realized in wood.

Not on/y does the evidence for her 
wood-to-stone theory appear promising, 
but there is no evidence of stone cutters 
existence in either French or Italian 
rennaisance records. "Sculptors" were 
wood carvers, Miss Morrison States and 
paid as staff workers in the master 
carpen ter's category.

Continued on page 3
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PYRAMID REPLICA ALTERS AURA.

Shortiy before Verne Cameron, my dear friend 
and mentor, made his transition into the beckoning 
planes beyond, we ran a little test with a twelve-inch 
square-based pyramid replicap placed atop my head. 
Cameron wanted to see if the miniature aluminum 
model of the Great Pyramid would alter the auric 
fields around my form. He had previously found some 
astounding alterations in the human aura using cones 
and carbon magnets.

Before I donned the replicap, the Dowsing 
Master, with his aurameter, carefully traced the outer 
limits of my etheric body. As expected.the energy 
field pushed outward from my figure about an inch 
and one-half in the region above my knees and on up 
along the armsto shoulder-level on each side. A steady 
field of increased emanations in the head area 
prompted the aurameter's pointer out and away with a 
pronounced thrust.

Cameron picked up the usual two-foot, double 
bulge projecting out from the heart and solar plexus 
chakram. Then, placing the replicap in Position on my 
head with one flat panel directed north, Cameron 
checked the earlier measurements. His determinations 
were as follows:

1. My etheric outline had entirely disappeared!
2. An apparently unknown shaft of energy 

poured outward from each elbow.
3. Cylindrical beams raced upward from the 

apex above my head and downward below my feet. 
Verne, with the aurameter, found the lower rays going 
right through the seat of the chair I was Standing on. 
The shafts darted outward, upward, and down, 
mysteriously suggesting the form of a cross.

4. The usual two-foot, double bubbie of 
emotional and thought energy formerly measured in 
front of my ehest area, now had grown to a length of 
fourteen feet and seemed to increase as the pyramid 
model remained in Position above my head.^^Jiy" LGjL-
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CApSTONeS. . . I CLIPS-, COMMENTSn
(2UOTES-, AND LEITERS l

Peter King Monk of Big Sur, California. PERFORATED PYRAMIDS CHANGE ENERGY PATTERNS: He has experimented with more cardboard, copper3 and alumin- 
im foil pyramids. Monk says he discovered "that if one perforates foil and adheres it to cardboard3 a deformation occurs at the base which, if one 
makes a seeond pyramid and attaohes it to the first, alt points extend some basic energy pattem." Monk goes on to say if the foil is perforated 
without backing he finds "a peculiar light-type energy occurring Mithin the interior of the two pyramids when placed base to base. " But if again, 
instead of units, base~to~base3 they are aligned point-to-point without backing (but perforated)3 "something happens to this energy", he says. 
"It would appear, as closely as I can describe it, to spiral back and forth as though looking for a means to escape."

a v—i Monk tried perforating with hole punch and by stabbing holes for a clear view when observing
w __ within. As he stared, the holes tended to accumulate energy. One wonders if wha.t he is ob

serving is within the unit or within the mind’s eye. Monk is puzzled. PITCH BLACK PHOTO EXPOSURE REVEALS LINES OF LIGHT. Mrs. Ruby J. Andrews, of 
Danville, 111., who works also with Kirlian photography writes that: she gets a stränge photographic wavy Image with a pyramid placed over the 
plate. When exposure was made, streaks of light - like so appeared. Very interesting! We'll keep you informed. VORTEXIAL MOTION CAU-
SES WEIGHTLESSNESS. Our enthusiastic friend, Thomas Allen LeVesque (Tal),lately of Beverley Hills, California, refers to an L.A. Times, June 7, '72, 
describing how U.C.L.A scientists, Doctors Alexander Kilin and Stephen Luner, combined magnetic electric forces and rotation to conquer gravity on a 
small scale. "Tal" believes balanced, rotational forces will open the door to levitation. Since the pyramid produces a vortex and an object can be 
made to alter this vortex motion, the object should become weightless. TURKS WHO LIVE IN STONE CONES "Did you know", LeVesque goes on to say, 
"Turkish peasants make their homes in stone cones, volcanic towers, spires, pyramids (some ten stories high)? The structures date back thousands of
years." RED GRANITE AS THE ETERNAL GENERATOR? LeVesque adds: The following is part of a translation of the heiroglyphic writing on the obelisk
of Heliopolis (it has a pyramid cap). "Ha Kheper Ka to the first celebration of the panegyry. He has made (this obelisk) the eternal generator,
made of red granite and well-cut corners." AN ALL GRANITE REPLICA? Another valued friend, Valerie Ann Olin of Park Ridge, Illinois, writes:"I
placed my coathanger dowsing rods over a small piece of red Wisconsin Mountain granite, and they activated in the same männer as over a pyramid 
apex. The right rod crossed over the left one. An all-granite replica would probably produce some extremely interesting results, but it would take 
the skill of a mason to build such a structure", says Valerie.

A FIFTH FORM OF ENERGY

Dr. AI Lewis, writer, translator, and workshop instructor at Cal State San Diego, recently 
returned from a three-month trip to the U.S.S.R. and Eastern European countries with valuable 
insights into the fields of Psycho-energetics and Psycho-bio-physics (Parapsychology).

Together with Valentina Forsky, who teaches Russian at the University of California, San 
Diego, Dr. Lewis is preparing a monograph on the monumental work of Professor Georgi 
Loranov, Psychiatrist and founder of the Bulgarian Ministry of Education, on the Yogi and 
Brahmin techniques for supra-normal learning and memory abilities.

(Note: This article, “Talking With AI Lewis,” is reprinted from “The National Center for the 
Exploration of Human Potential" newsletter. AI Lewis, Executive Director now on leave of 
absence.) Dr. Lewis is soon to collaborate with us in editing and writing another newsletter on 
the following subjects, including Psychotronic Generators.

In the field of psychobiophysics, the Russians approach the study of human beings from the 
standpoint that each person is an energy field made up of sub-energy fields. If something happens 
to one of these sub-energy levels, it affects the whole. They believe before a physical lesion 
occurs there is a change in the pattern of the energy field. So, by determining the normal energy 
pattern of a person, they pick up on the change in the field before a lesion occurs, a truly 
prophylactic medicine.

They say, "Okay, this is a serious subject for scientific research — using all the sophisticated 
technology available. And it isn't para-normal psychology, but normal, because everyone 
possesses faculties for self-healing, self-learning, and picking up information coming from other 
living things."

Cleve Backster hasshown that plants respond to thoughts and feelings around them and, more 
surprisingly, that plants are sensitive to the emotions of their keepers — even over 
three-thousand-mile distances.

The Americans, Soviets, and Czechs generally feel that this is a fifth form of energy. We 
have four types explaining our physical universe: gravitational forces, electromagnetic forces, 
weak reactions associated with the atomic nucleus, and strong reactions involved with the atomic 
nucleus. The effort to explain this experience with modern theories presents its major obstacle, 
"action at a distance."

For instance, the transmission of messages between psychic senders and receivers over a 
distance of more than two thousand miles continues in the Soviet Union. The Czech engineer, 
Pavlita, has also developed bio-energy accumulators that störe the energy of a person's thoughts 
and, in turn, discharge it over a distance of two-hundred kilometers, causing a type of mechanical 
action to occur. So they have postulated a fifth form of energy.

Psychobiophysical works point to more self-control over what is happening — both 
biologically and psychologically, the potential lying within that unknown portion of our selves. 
Scientifically, evidence suggests we create in ourselves bio-energy. In addition, we influence other 
forms of life around us — even things, because if we're moving something by telekinesis, then 
we're changing it. Finally, we're affected by energy coming in from the Cosmos, and we're in a 
rhythm with the Cosmos. We also have our own rhythm which is related to the evolution of life 
on the planet earth.

I believe that the planet earth ought to be a beautiful place for everybody! And it can if we 
make up our minds to make it so. If we can fly to the moon, if we can discover the secrets of the 
atom, if we can pollute the atmosphere, water, and land; then we can also make it beautiful.

I feel that this seeond half of my life-century will be devoted to developing these capacities 
in myself, and l'd like to share what I find out with others. I really want to open my mind to the 
possibilities about the interconnection of everything in the universe and particularly to forms of 
communication occurring in terms of energy exchanges between people — looking at ourselves as 
transmitters of energy and creating energy in ourselves. I hope we will look for ways to apply this 
and truly create ourselves as humans. And l'm very excited about it!

A GENTLE REMINDER TO READERS . . . Don't 
let your subscription expire. We're sure you won't 
want to miss the diagram for making your own 
tetrahedron (three-sided pyramid), the pyramid form 
and time distortion, energy from a magnetic motor, 
Dowsing the whirling CHAKRAS (Chakram), rays 
issuing from religious and blessed objects.
All this, and more, in the next edition . . . plus, many 
first-time published features now abounding in the 
psychic-scientific worid. Look for the ever-improving 
quality of noteworthy articles prepared with careful, 
loving care.
So much to absorb. So much more to learn. The 
Seeond International Festival of Yoga and Esoteric 
Sciences in London last month, awakened in us a 
deeper sense of understanding, greater curiosity for 
the unknown, and a profound respect for the future 
of our fellow man and the immediate destiny of our 
planet. Georgiana will be writing about the Festival 
in her Jan-Feb '74 Pyramidia column of The Pyramid 
Guide. .__________________ .______________

PYRAMIDIA (continued)
Her scholarly work will be, no 

doubt, of controversia! interest when 
published. Miss Morrison 's ciues are 
presented logically, her explanations for 
hydrauiic engineering techniques known 
first to ancient, according to her, 
enormous-sized people, can be found 
only in art sources.

These people, she believes, used the 
wood mold, covered with mud or plaster 
and burned from within to draw up 
stone-bearing water by capillary action 
(as described in the Juiy-August News
letter) to buiid pyramids. These occurred 
in many other iocations beside Egypt 
before the sinking of Atlantis, in 
addition, Ellen Morrison suggests the 
same builders could have been responsible 
for the huge unexplained figures on 
Easter Island. What enormously captivat- 
ing ideas can develop when interest and 
dedication join in research!
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FEELING EMANATIONS
WITH THE AURAMETER

The late Verne L. Cameron's 
life-style frequently brought him to the 
threshold of the unseen. Once 
questioned about his unusual ability to 
"feel" mysterious concentrated beams 
from cones, the X-force by pyramid 
replicas, and measurable auric 
emanations, he answered:

"When the tip of my instrument first 
touches the energy field it shoves off to one 
side or the other in the männer of a 
concentrated squirt of water striking an 
inanimate object. I frequently lean the weight 
of the device against inertia (or its natural 
balance) and pull the tip up slowly alongside 
the suspected energy field. A soft, invisible, but 
deliberate action bends the tip away from the 
charged area.

"If I direct the AURAMETER'S tip into 
the line of force quickly, there's a pronounced 
thrust - the radiations continue pressing it ever 
outward until the tip escapes to a point free 
from the area of influence, whereupon it breaks 
over, pointing back in attraction toward the 
origin of the etheric eddies."

The AURAMETER'S spring-poised tip 
enables one to respond to the higher vibrations 
through the touch of Dowsing, greatly 
extending one's powers of observation through 
the human sensory apparatus.

The. Cün£üuu.ng Stotuj 
L. CameAcn’s

GREAT DISCOVERY
When the cone-ray is projected 
direct from the apex of the cone, 
it gives Strong evidence that it is 
meeting with resistance from, 
not the AIR but from the 
ETHER. Instead of making a 
Straight beam or rod of force, the 
cone-ray, as mentioned 
elsewhere, (without use of the 
ray gun to confine the beam), 
flares so that at a distance of 
one-half mile it is nearly three 
hundred feet in diameter. This 
indicates a great loss of 
Penetration.

Thus, I spent many months of 
research in developing a ray-gun 
to confine the beam for greater 
drive. I finally succeeded, and 
throughout most of 1956 "The 
Pendulum" magazine of London, 
England, a monthly British 
publication on Dowsing and

kindred subjects, was nearly 
one-half filled with articles and 
illustrations from my notes made 
during the development of this 
ray-gun. These covered numerous 
tests to determine the nature of 
the cone-ray energy and its 
peculiarities. The tests ranged 
into the field of radio waves, 
heat and associated waves, many 
forms of light and magnetism, 
etc.

I finally wound up with the 
present model of ray-gun, 
composed of a glass fluorescent 
tube eighteen inches long, 
three-quarters of an inch in 
diameter. An iron pipe, 
(three-eighths-inch Standard gas 
pipe), was placed inside the glass 
tube. It was wrapped in spots 
with tape as a cushion extended 
the entire length. On the outside 
the tube was wound with copper 
wire spaced one-quarter-inch 
apart.

A bare or insulated wire of 
any size is all right, but it MUST

RAYMOND MILLER’S, Miranda, 
California, Pyramid.

be a right hand spiral if used with 
a cone or a left spiral for use 
with a pyramid. If the wire from 
the cone or pyramid is connected 
to the rear end of the winding, 
(the cone-ray is of positive 
polarity, the pyramid negative), 
it will project from the rear end 
of the gun if wound to the right, 
like the thread on a wood-screw.

Using one twenty-two-inch 
cone and the ray-gun, I aimed it 
toward a building approximately 
four miles away. By sighting 
through the gun, I tested the beam 
with my AURAMETER. The ray 
apparently struck the building 
with undimished force after 
travelling the nearly four miles 
distance. Then I discovered a 
curtain of force, another 
phenomenon, hangs from the ray 
to the ground along its entire 
course. By mounting the ray-gun 
on a surveying transit, I was able 
to "project" a true line far 
beyond where I could see the 
stakes through the telescope.

KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY 
Richard Aian Miller, Physicist 

Director of Research, 
Department of Paraphysics/Parapsychology, 

Experimental College,
University of Washington, Seattle.

ENTHUSIASTICALLY INTENSE, BRIL
LIANT YOUNG PHYSICIST, RICHARD 
MILLER, JUST BACK FROM THE PRAGUE 
CONFERENCE ON BIOENERGETICS AND 
PSYCHOTRONICS, DELVES INTO KIRLIAN 
PHOTOGRAPHY AS ONE OF SEVEN MAJOR 
PROJECTS OF THE MOMENT. MILLER 
DIRECTS RESEARCH IN THE PARA
PHYSICS/PARAPSYCHOLOGY DEPART- 
MENT IN THE UNIVERSITY OF 
WASHINGTON'S EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE.

The human aura, an emanation said to 
surround the body, is generally described by 
clairvoyants as a cloud of light suffused with 
various color. Guided by occult training, the 
clairvoyant faculty may make a complete analy- 
sis of the various elements in the aura and 
estimate its delicate tints. Auric colors are 
believed to vary with emotional States and 
health.

Russian scientists, Semyon Kirlian and his 
wife, developed a technique in the late 1940's 
believed to photograph these auric or "bio- 
energy" fields through the application of the 
Tesla Coil. Invented by Nicola Tesla in the early 
1900's, the coil generates thousands of volts of 
electrostatic energy.

This method, commonly referred to as 
Kirlian Photography, resembles current X-ray 
processes. Both the X-ray process and Kirlian 
Photography use a contact exposure principle, 
placing the object to be photographed (bio- 
logical or otherwise), on top of the emulsion 
side of a Photographie film negative.

This complex is then contained between 
two metallic places across which the Tesla Coil 
is momentarily applied. In the resulting picture, 
bio-energy can be seen flowing out of the
object from distinct points on the surface. 
Scientists generally agree that rays emanating 
from photographed Objects may contribute to, 
or even be the basic factor, of "auras."

Preliminary work at the University of 
Washington indicates that- small amounts of 
gases, ranging from argon to oxygen emit at 
discrete points on the skin surface. The Kirlian 
technique ionizes these gases, providing charged 
particles for exposure of the film.

Due to the skin's permeability, the body 
constantly absorbs and de-absorbs gases 
(pheromones) containing Information such as 
scent, fear, and territory. These differ from the 
normal gases as they have geometric patterns 
(binding of the molecules) in their structure. 
From the geometry, Information is gained 
through topological processes.

The phantom phenomenon described by 
the Russians earlier, has been found to be in 
error. They reported when a leaf was cut lines 
appeared where the missing piece of leaf had 
been. We duplicated the experiment and found 
the results similar to the Xerox process. (Tech
nical papers available.) The most interesting 
observation to date indicates those gases con
taining Information (pheromone) appear to 
emit only at meridian sites described in classical 
Acupuncture.

The old legend that a dog can smell your 
fear corresponds to human endocrine changes 
related to emotional States. These emotional 
changes somehow affect the kind and quantity 
of gases emitted at the skin surface. It may well 
be that the aura is a form of gas emission from 
the surface of the skin.

PEOPLE IN PIEAMIDS (continued from page 1)
An undergraduate dentist from North Carolina told Pyramid Guide editors of 

his plans to mount a patient's treatment chair at the one-third level, or King's 
chamber, in his future plans to build a pyramid-shaped dental Office.

Plans for the new John F. Kennedy Memorial Library specify "a 
pyramid-shaped building," and a construction firm in Campbell, California reports a 
schedule for producing several pyramid-shaped recreational cabins A

STILL AVAILABLE: Collector's Annual of PYRA
MID GUIDE NEWSLETTER, gathered in spiral- 
bound edition under one cover. $3.75 postpaid. 
Californians, add 6% sales tax.



Vean fiaiendt :
The. antZcZe on ZevZtatZon Tn The. cunnent PynamZd GaZde bnought back tome memonZet. 

When I iv<u tmaZZ, ßnom the time 1 Zeanned to waZk untZZ I iwu aboat 1 on 8 and tvtu Zn the 
tecond gnade, 1 pnactZced what I Zoten came to necognZze at a fanm o£ ZevZtatZon. Today I can 
nememben exaetZy what 1 dZd to actZvate thZt phenomenon and how Zt £eZt ZntZde, bat I can no 
Zangen achZeve the tarne netuZit.

I cannot nememben utZng thZt to atcend bat onZy to tZow down a detcent. hon exampZe, when 
I wat Zn the Itt gnade the cZattnoom wat on the tecond fiZoon. above an audZtonZum-ZZke meetZng 
noom. To neach -it thene wene 14 ttept to a ZandZng and then 14 mone ttept to the ^Zoon above. 
The bogt' toZZet wat on the aadZtonZum ZeveZ and Zt wat necettany to detcend the two taZZ 
^Lightt o^ ttaZnt to neach Zt. When thene wene no obtenvent 7 wouZd Zaunch myteZ^ ofä ^nom 
the 2nd iZocA Zeveb and {.Zoat tZowZy down to the ZandZng. Thene wat no Zmpact on neachZng 
thene. 1 woaZd toach down toet ^Zntt and to gentZy Zt wat annecettany to ^Zex the kneet. 
And ZZ agaZn thene wene no obtenvent 7 wouZd nepeat. the penßonmance Znom the ZandZng to the 
gnoand ZeveZ. Each ofi thete "jumpt" wat appnoxZmateZy 12 fieet Zn heZght.

1 had compZete confiZdence Zn my ab-iZZty becaute 7 had been jumpZng ZZke thZt &nom the töne 
I had Zeanned to waZk. I necaZZ beZng ^nuttnated at the tZow and cumbentome pnocett o^ ttnag- 
gZZng down the ttaZnt at home on £at Zegt that wene not yet tnaZned to waZk pnopenZy mach Zett 
negot-cate t-taint. And then decZdZng Zt wat mach eatZen to jatt take o^. Enom that Zime on 
T had pZentu cZ pnactZ.ce becaute we Zived Zn a /[oan ttoney houte wZth thnee ttaiAwayt to ne- 
gotiate.

The contnoZ wat Zn the toZan pZexut anea. AZZ that wo-5 nequZned wat a gnadaat Zntake ofa a 
deep bneath wZth the atn and the ZncomZng enengy dZAected to the toZan pZexut. When I wat 
yoang onZy one tach bneath wat necettany. In ^act 1 had no thought oft bneath at faiAtt. I 

jutt dZd .it. BaZ at 1 gnew oZden 1 necognZzed the need faon a deep pnepanatony bneath and 
when I wat 1 on 8 yeant oZd l took Zwo bneatht. ShontZy a&ten tlut penZod I ttopped the 
jampZng. 1 don'k know why bat appanenZZy I eZtlien Zott the con^Zdence 1 had eanZZen on the 
actuaL abZZZty iaded.

In the batZnett oj, tnyZng to get aZong Zn tlut wonZd 7 toon ^ongot thZt and onZy necaZZed 
Zt agatn when I wat Zn my twenZZet. I had aZZended a pen^oxmanee whene a yoang woman o^ 
aboat one handned poandt nonmaZ weZght coatd. to Zncneate hen weZghZ that Zwo ttnong men coaZd 
not Zi^t hen o^ the gnoand. Then the woaZd nevenbe hen e^ont and Zt wat pottZbZe ^on a 
yoang boy [10 on 12 yeant] finom the audZence to Zi.^t hen anai.ded. ThZt ttZnned my memony 
tZnce the abZZZty the ditpZayed teemed tomeivhat akZn to that o^ my chZZdhood. llpon expen- 
Ziient I ^oand 1 coaZd necaZZ exacZZy what I had done bat 1 coaZd not agaZn ZZgh-ten myteZfi 
ab 1 had when tmaZZ. WZth eveny good wZth to yoa both. SinceneZy, Joteph Weed. 14.7

Dean BZZZ,
1 have the pnZvZZege o^ ZZvZng on a nanch Zen mZZet touZh M-t. Shatta whene we one 

wonkZng wZth pynajnZdt Zn connecZZ.on wZZh gnowZng pZantt and aZbo at ZZvZng, and medZZatZng 
ttnactuAet. We one jatt begZnning bat aZneady have enected thnee eight] tZx ^oot hZgh 
punamZdt ap anoand oan ganden. Sotne. wZZZ be gneenhoateb too.......

7'm dehtghted wZth uoan wonk and gZad to know thene one to many peopZe doZng to mach. 
ManthaZZ Keeneu. NVi. Shatta, Ca.
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Vean SZn:
Yoa mau be Zntenebted Zn the ^a.ct that the ongone accamaZaZonb ZnvenZed by WZZheZm ReZch 

pnodace the tarne phenomena at the pynamZd nepZZcat. I have been nebeanchZng ZhZt ^on aboat 
a yean and wZth a tmaZZ "onaccu” I go-t oveA 100 thavet on a GZZZette BZae BZade. The onac~ 
cat aZto mammZ^y and they change the Zotte o^ waten at weZZ. One advantage they have oven 
pynamZdt -it that they do not have to be onZenZed to the nonth. In addZtZon, the powen o^ 

the enengy can be. ZnZentZ^Zed by ZncneatZng Zhe numben otj Zayent. Thank yoa ßon pabZZthZng 
tach an ZnvaZaabZe nejAtZeiten. Yoant tZnceneZy, Senge V. KZng. Lot AngeZet, Ca.

Vean BZZZ Cox:
J woaZd ZZke to take thZt oppontanZZy to teZZ yoa how mach the PynamZd GaZde hat heZped 

me. 7 am a ttadeat at Wett VaZZey CoZZege and am nannZng a tenZet oj, expenZmentt wZth nazon 
bZadet and the pynajmtd. I ajn ZakZng a tenZet o< pZctanet betone and a^Zen expotane anden Zhe 
pynamZd. Some. o^ Zhe pZctanet Zaken wene magnZ^Zed up to 450X. So {an wZth jatt one tenZet 
I have fioand no noZZceabZe changet Zn the nazon bZade edge, bat I am goZng to cofiZZnue wZth 
the expenZment. I can geZ accett Zo an eZectnon mZcnotcope and Zhe Znttnacton heZpZng me 
wZth the expenZmeyit taZd that the neaction maght be to mZnate that xt wZZZ onZy thow ap wZth 
Zhe eZectnon mZcnotcope. 7 ated a candboand pynamZd bat dZdn't pat. ana ZZ.n ^oZZ anoand Zt. 
7 am Zn the pnocett o^ makZng an aZumZnam pynamZd and am hopZng that wZZZ bnZng betten ne~ 
taZtt. At Zeatt tomethZng that can be dctenmZned by the camena. 7 hope to bnanch oat atZng 
(fZowent and othen objeett w.iZdt othen pynamZdt. Thank yoa. Janet Phanet, San Jote, CaZZ^.

Ztt. Mn. BZZt Cox: "THE HUMAN P / R A M 1 P"

7t Zt wZth deep appnecZaZZon wonthy o^ note to yoan cnedZt 
that the PynamZd GaZde came to me a ^ew dayt ago, and contentt 
noted, etpeeZaZZy that no de^Zn-cte cZaZm hat been pnetented; 
ZZ Zt entZneZy ap to the mZnd o^ the neteanchen, and yoa /[an- 
nZth the maZeniaZt, pZut new Zdeat Zn connectZon.

At the age o^ 75 thene Zt a tendency to netnognettZve 
ZhZnkZng; thenefaone take thete thoaghtt wZth both tagan and 
taZt: "Eveny ZndZvZdaaZ Human BeZng Zt a ZZvZng pynamZd, finom 
whence aZZ the pynamZdt neceZved vZtZbZZZty, penhapt wZthouZ 
neatonZng ^nom whence they came; even a pZn Zt a nepZZca o/[ 
pantt o^ Zhe human body, and to eveny object made by the hand 
o^ man, came &tom wZthZn ( the ZnvZtZbZe wonZd o^ NatnAaZ ne- 
toancet beZng bnought Znto the vZtZbZe ttnuctane).

We, at Human BeZngt, one entZtied, Zndeed we ought, to 
doabt eveny accepted pattenn o^ thought on wonkZng hypothezZt 

j)On Z^ exZtZZng Zdeat one not caZZed Zn queztZon, neteanch 
Zz at an end;" Ton neteanch (knowZedge) doez not become pot- 
tZbZe untiZ the thZng that Zz to be ZnveztZgated hat actaalZy 
been ^oand'.

TheonZez and ZntoZenabZy aadacioat Zdeat one huzhed ap on 
dZtmizted by phnazez tach at "agaZnzt the nutez", "not good 
enough”, "too nevoZutZonany", "edacatZonaZ ^acZZZtZez wZZZ 
not necognZze", "Zt't been tnZed betone", "no tente to Zt", 
and "Zt hazn't been pnoved yet". Go outtZde; ttand wZth back 
to the wZnd; notZce thene Zt mone ^once on the night tZde than 
on the Ze&t ... It Zt notZceabZe that the back Zt cooZen and 
dampen fieeZing, whZZe the ßnont hat a wanmen and dnZed tenta- 
tZ.on.

Noa pZace the negative hand, mott genenaZZy the Ze^t, apon 
the Ze^t tpot on top o^ the head; whZZe at the tarne time pZace 
the othen hand oven the naveZ. Note the tentatZont that gathen 
about the hand and the pontiont of[ the phytZcaZ body. Stand 
wZth the &ace towand the nonth; note the night tZde, Ze^t tZde, 
back tZde o^ the body, Zn ne^enence to ^eeZZng tentatZont. Lay 
atZde aZZ pne-conceZved Zdeat comZng finom outtZde touncet; any 
thZng can be ated at a tymboZ o^ thought to Zay the thought pat- 
tennt; then Zet the tweZve touncet (on mone) o^ the natunaZ phyt
ZcaZ be tenvantt to the at-yet-anknown ^oncet o^ the ZnvZtZ
bZe powent.

AZZ natanaZ pynamZdt o^ the eanth; aZZ the pynamZdt man- 
made, canny theZn oivn de^ZnZte neatont ^on beZng ... and ßune- 
tion, even at a Human BeZng ßanctiont, tZmpZy becaute evenythZng 
known to the ZnteZZZgence o^ man Zt tandwZched between the Pon
cet that exZt-t above and the (}oncet that exZtt beZow and contain 
ZngnedZentt and annangementt that make pottZbZe the to-caZZed Zn
vZtZbZe ^oncet to ernannte Znto the vZtZbZe. CentainZy, thene Zt 
a ^once Zn a bZade o^ gnatt eZte Zt woaZd not exZtt ... and 
Human BeZngt one nothZng mone than what they "THIMK THEY ARE", 

a pynamZd ^aZZ o^ £once yet, thZnkZng they hoZd the neZnt, they 
become ^nutZnated and deny, when they mZght by chance ^Znd that 
the neZnt ane heZd by tome thZng on powen outtZde theZn own phy- 
tZcaZ bodZet.

The ane o^ eanth known at the "RZtZng San" pnoducet yeZZow 
humant; the hot tonnZd touth pnoduced the bZack humant, and the 
tetting o^ the tun, the ned on bnown humant ... out o^ the ^oun 
aneat, tnadwZched between the above and the beZow, ane many Pon
cet ttZZZ unknown, and may nemaZn to to the Human EaniZy at Zong 
as we tay "yet" to tome Zdeat and then tay "no"’.

RauZ Eadt. Hantthonn, OkZa.

Vean SZnt:
A coapZe o^ yeant ago 7 neceZved a copy o£ OtZnanden and Schnoeden't PtychZc VZtcoveAZet 

BehZnd the 7non CuAZaZn. So natuAatty 7 made my pynamZd at oatZZned Zn thZt book. The fiZntZ 
bZade ZatZed ^on teventeen thavet, and that pnoved that the pynamZd Zt an accumaZaton o^ tome 
tont o^ enengy. Uow dae to the fiaet that the pynamZd hat to be tet on the magnetZc nonth 
pnovet that the eanth’t magnetZtm hat a Zot to do wZth -it. PottZbZy the angZe o^ the tZdet o£ 
the pynmatd not onZy concentnatet the magnetZtm bat ZT mZght have tomethZng to do wZth coimZc. 
nayt. Who knowt? Maybe youn PynamZd GaZde hat tome antwent aZong that ZZne!

John C. Hanten. Gnanada HZZZt, Ca.
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NOW AVAILABLE — A portable do-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instructions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along rrdges and corners without lass of 
energy minus panels, corners and cap- 
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2" tubing 
at local hardware or plumbing shop, 
placing ends inside slots at corners to 
construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 176. 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

A CHURCH IN ARIZONA with Capstone Temple. Occasion- 
ally we hear of wondrous happenings following religious 
gatherings within, or insertion of written prayers or 
affirmations placed inside Pvramid reniirac.

MICHAEL COCHRAN and his 
home-made Meditation Pyra
mid. For more details, see


